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Before meeting at wonderful 
Prague again…

Since a couple of years one of the most important and 
most beautiful meeting places for Arabian horse lovers 
in Europe is a „City of Gold” - historical and ancient 

Prague, capital city of Czech Republic. The show organized 
by ECAHO President – Jaroslav Lacina and his invincible 
team, taking place in first days of September gives opportunity 
to not only enjoy the prestigious horse competitions in several 
categories but also, with usually still a nice golden autumn 
weather – to spend a wonderful weekend in historical city. 
The organizing team is supporting the guests with their 
horse and touristic visit offering the show venue and hotel 
accommodations as well as the evening Breeders Party located 
just by the heart of the most interesting sightseeing places of 

Prague. The showground is located at  Riding Hall Cisarsky 
Ostrov, just on romantic curves of Vltava River. Breeders 
Evening Party on Saturday night of the show weekend 
also takes place nearby, at the river located restaurant that 
offers Vltava guided evening boat cruises along the historical 
banks.
Official show hotel – comfortable Intercontinental offering  
special rate for show participants (valid till mid of August) 
faces another historical places of Prague Old Town with the 
most luxury boutiques of Parizska street and former antique 
Jewish Corner for sightseeing. To follow your luxury stay 
in Prague the return 10 minutes transportation drive from 
hotel to the show ground will be provided by the organizers 
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and serviced by Porsche - official transportation company of 
Prague Arabian horse event.
Those who would decide to enter their horses to one of 
the shows of Arabian horse weekend in Prague will get a 
chance to participate at Prague Intercup - the international 
show with automatic possibility to take a part in Porsche 
European Cup (sponsored by Porsche) and open to horses 
bred and owned by European citizens. At last year edition 
there was a rotation of 4.000,-Euros and this year prizes 
will be announced later trough official website of the show 
www.pragueintercup.cz
The weekend will start on Saturday morning with Czech 
National Show while Prague Intercup will have its official 
opening at 3pm with special performance. As usually 
there will be a lot of special presentations and surprises for 
spectators during the whole weekend, specially on Sunday 
before championships, which should start at 3 pm. The show 
tradition is also the unique hand-crafted trophies prepared 
for all participants by famous Czech glass manufacturers 
and artists sponsoring the show as well as several other 
beautiful gifts for most of participants from other sponsors. 
Special Awards of the events will honour the Best Straight 

Egyptian Horse, The Highest Points Horse, The Best Mare 
and The Best Stallion. Since last year the organizer also 
awards the Best Nation - counting points from all categories 
of International show.
To complete the overall nice atmosphere the VIP area will be 
available with full catering service and live stream from the 
show provided. 
Are you ready and convinced to spend wonderful weekend 
with Arabian horse at 2016 Prague Intercup event? 
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The show date is 3.-4.September 

closing date of entries: 20th August 2016.

All detailed informations will be promptly 

available online at: www.pragueintercup.cz


